SUCCESS STORY:
RENISHAW
Headquartered in the UK,
with offices around the
globe, Renishaw is a global
engineering and technologies company, with a focus on
precision measurement and additive manufacturing.
In 2016, they opened the Additive Manufacturing
Solutions Centre in Kitchener, ON, part of the Waterloo
Region, which provides a secure development
environment for customers to gain knowledge and
confidence using additive technologies at a predictable,
manageable cost.
Renishaw selected Waterloo due to the strong
manufacturing structure, convenient and accessible
location, talent and the diverse ecosystem of start-ups
and well-established companies.
“(We were) looking for an area that offered the space
to expand, was convenient and easily accessible and
located in a world-class manufacturing city,” explained

Mark Kirby, Additive Manufacturing Business Manager,
Renishaw Canada. “This area was a natural fit, as it has
everything you could want or need to do business and
live, right on your doorstep.”
The emergent start-up community, recognized
companies and opportunity for business growth and
engagement, brought Renishaw to the area.
“It was absolutely the right decision to open (our
Additive Manufacturing Solutions Centre) here.
The community has the right blend of industrial
manufacturing, academic horsepower and a strong
desire to reinvent itself,” said Kirby.
The first and most advanced additive manufacturing
facility in North America, Renishaw helps companies
design, create and build world-class products in a
cost effective manner. “The centre fits well in this
community because we simplify the manufacturing
process by designing and engineering products in a
new way.”

MORE UK-BASED FIRMS THAT CALL WATERLOO HOME
AMEC
Environmental engineering
and consulting services.
AMT Electrosurgery
Distributor of medical
products.
Invis Canada’s
Mortgage Experts
Independent mortgage
brokerage firm.

Bodycote Thermal
Processing Canada Inc.
Heat treating services,
including: Internal
quench, carburizing,
carbonitriding, through
hardening, bright
annealing, vacuum
hardening.

Captec Americas Inc.
Manufacturer of industrial
computers and providers of
custom industrial computing
solutions for difficult
environments.
Septodont (formerly Novocol
Pharmaceutical of Canada)
Pharmaceutical and
Medicine Manufacturing.

Exova Inc. (Bodycote Galt
Materials Testing Ltd.)
Chemical analysis, tension
properties, impact, weld
properties, test specimen
machining, hardness,
metallography, coating
weight, thickness, salt
spray, humidity testing.
Scanning electron
microscopy.
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